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1. Synopsis
1.In a large sample of publicly quoted banks
in the US, Europe, and Asia during 19852017, higher values of Q predict higher
bank risk of insolvency when Q exceeds 1
and franchise value is priced.
2.The franchise value hypothesis (FVH)
(higher franchise value due to rents, higher
bank risk) is rejected in our sample.
3.A decomposition of rents into bank efficiency rents, loan and deposit pricing
power rents, and rents due to government
guarantees shows that an increase of any of
these rents predicts higher franchise values.

2. Evidence
•Our data: Panel of publicly traded banks in
25 advanced economies for the period 1985-2017.
The sample is composed of 1,136 publicly quoted
banks, including 629 U.S. Bank Holding Companies (BHCs), 310 European banks and 197 Asian
banks.
•Franchise value measured by Tobin Q
•Measure of bank risk of insolvency: Distance to
Insolvency (DI) derived by Atkeson, Eisfeldt, and
Weill (2018) based on Leland (1994) structural
model of credit risk.
•Evidence of non-linearity of the predictive relationship between Tobin Q and DI.
•We estimate a log-linear version of the regression
kink model with an unknown threshold introduced
by Hansen (2017):
∗

ln DIit = a0 +α1(ln Qi,t−1 −ln Q )− +α2(ln Qi,t−1 −
∗
ln Q )+ + controls + it

4.Two complementary explanations of the rejection of the FVH: one based on a calibration of two standard financial models of the
banking firm, the other based on a simple
industry model with endogenous entry

•(ln Qi,t−1 − ln Q )− and (ln Qi,t−1 − ln Q )+ are
the negative and positive parts of the difference
∗
ln Qi,t−1 − ln Q respectively,
∗
•ln Q is the estimated threshold of ln Q.

3. Results:

4. Explaining the evidence

1.Q ≈ 1
2.Higher Q predicts higher bank risk
3.Estimates of efficiency rents, pricing power rents,
and government subsidy rents and find all of them
predict higher Q

Two Merton models and a simple industry model
with endogenous entry

∗

∗

∗

1.Merton’s (1977) model as modified by Marcus
(1984)
2.Merton’s (1978) dynamic model of a bank exposed
to random costly audits
Results: The FVH would hold only under unrealistically high values of rents.
•Industry model: a bank faces a trade-off between
allocating effort to rents or to improvements in risk
management. Banks compete a la Cournot and entry/exit is endogenous.
Results: In a stationary long-run equilibrium, an increase in rents or a decline in competition (higher
pricing power rents) result in higher bank risk
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